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Tmax and Tmin are both very important of ecosystem.  High quality of long period and
high resolution of air temperature products estimated from satellites are still lacking. This
paper provided a set of such grided data with elaborated accuracy evaluations. However,
there are some key questions needed to answer. 

1. I suggest you change the title because you olny produced Tmax and Tmin. 'Daily'
means too much. Besides,'global' is more than what you did.
2. Line 77-78: I don't think you improved accuracies of spatial resolutions and temporal
coverge. Many current studies have achieved 1km resolution products and the scale of
daily even hourly. 
3. line 103-104: As you trained models for each day of the period 2003-2020 as well as
for each of the five regions, you would got the same number of results from 10-fold cross
validation with trained models. Because different models will produce different validation
results, how did you got only one result for each region, each landtype, each climate type,
each year.... Possibly, you validate the products using all the records, thus, the validation
is not independent. Or you caculated the average of RMSE of all models' 10-fold cross
validation, such as in one region in one day, thus the RMSE through the paper is
debatable. 
4. Please describle how many records you filled because of missing values of weather
station observations, and what percent of filled records to all records. Please note it's
'records', not number of sations with valid observations. Figure S1 and S3 would confuse
readers because Y axis and title are inconsistent. Besides, how do you define valid station
number? For example, Latin America in 2020 has no more than 150 stations before filling
missing data. After filling, it is over 150. If one station had only one valid record in 2020,
it didn't make sense. 
5. In equation (1), there is only one LST, however, as both Terra and Aqua observes in
one daytime and nightime, there are two LST values. Did you use average value? or lower
value? or higher value? 
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